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Pairwise learning is a vital technique for personalized ranking with implicit feedback. Given the as-
sumption that each user is more interested in items which have been previously selected by the user
than the remaining ones, pairwise learning algorithms can well learn users’ preference, from not only the
observed user feedbacks but also the underlying interactions between users and items. However, a mass
of training instances are randomly derived according to such assumption, which makes the learning
procedure often converge slowly and even result in poor predictive models. In addition, the cold start
problem often perplexes pairwise learning methods, since most of traditional methods in personalized
ranking only take explicit ratings or implicit feedbacks into consideration. For dealing with the above
issues, this work proposes a novel personalized ranking model which incorporates implicit feedback with
content information by making use of Factorization Machines. For efficiently estimating the parameters
of the proposed model, we develop an adaptive sampler to draw informative training instances based on
content information of users and items. The experimental results show that our adaptive item sampler
indeed can speed up our model, and our model outperforms advanced methods in personalized ranking.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to information overload on the Web, both users and
e-commerce sellers, such as Taobao and Amazon, expect to exactly
direct appropriate items to specific users. Consequently, re-
commender systems with personalized ranking have become an
important part in modern applications. For example, Taobao and
Amazon embed personalized ranking techniques into their re-
commender systems, which navigate potential customers to pro-
ducts according to the specific preference of customers. Most of
the studies [1–3] in personalized ranking are based on explicit
ratings. However, as users are required to actively interact with
systems, explicit ratings are hard to be obtained in practical ap-
plications. For instance, MovieLens invites a mass of users to rate
movies on its website, and then personalized recommendation is
provided based on these explicit ratings. While implicit feedbacks,
such as whether a user has browsed a web page, or whether a
customer has purchased a product, pervade on the Web and are
easier to be collected. We thereby extend our research to consider
implicit feedbacks.

A characteristic of implicit feedbacks is that it is one-class, i.e.,
u.wu@nlpr.ia.ac.cn (S. Wu),
T. Tan).

rsonalized ranking with pa
only positive instances are observed. Traditional Collaborative
Filtering (CF) approaches [4,5] often suffer from over-fitting pro-
blem when they are dealing with this kind of data, because the
number of observed positive instances is far less than that of ne-
gative instances. Pairwise learning algorithms, such as Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) [6] and its extensions [3,7,8], are tai-
lored to personalized ranking with implicit feedbacks. They
usually assume that users are more interested in items that they
have selected than the remaining items, and randomly draw item
pairs with corresponding users to make up training instances.
However, in practice, most of the users have only seen a handful of
items, and provided feedbacks on some of viewed items. Conse-
quently, when the number of items is very large, the random
sampler will derive massive meaningless and ineffective training
instances which cannot provide much helpful information to tune
the personalized ranking lists. For example, in common sense, we
cannot say that a user dislikes a smart phone because he likes a
toothbrush, and this pair, i.e., toothbrush and smart phone, is
meaningless in real-world scenarios. Moreover, users cannot view
too many items at the same time, but the random sampler often
draws item pairs which items are not viewed by corresponding
users. For instance, when a user searches smart phones on an
e-commerce website, the smart phones of popular brands may be
viewed simultaneously by the user. While the smart phones of
non-mainstream brands, usually are ranked at tail places of the
recalled list, and the user tends to miss such non-mainstream
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brands. Due to the lack of user feedbacks, the predictive models
are hard to accurately assess the degree of the user interest in non-
mainstream smart phones, and the corresponding training in-
stance has a low contribution to the learning of parameters. The
slow convergence in the training procedure seems to be inevitable,
on account of wasting a lot of time on massive meaningless and
ineffective training instances.

To the best of our knowledge, there are two directions to design
efficient samplers for speeding up the procedure of pairwise
learning, i.e., directly utilizing characteristics of distribution ap-
pearing in datasets, e.g., long-tailed distribution, to enlighten the
samplers [9], or leveraging adaptive strategies [9,10] to adaptively
guide the samplers. Since different datasets may follow different
distributions, the methods in the first direction are hard to be
scaled to general applications. Therefore, we turn to speed up the
procedure of pairwise learning by the second direction. We design
an adaptive item sampler which holds a self-evident rule, i.e.,
“apples to apples”, for drawing informative training instances. For
example, suppose that a user has bought an iPhone 6, our sampler
tends to draw other kinds of smart phones which are able to be
compared with iPhone 6 in terms of product properties, rather
than draw other things, e.g., toothbrushes. Moreover, under the
category of smart phones, we further select those products which
probably have been viewed by the user to make up the item pairs
for the user.

On the other hand, new users and items may be added into
recommender systems consistently. The conventional pairwise
learning algorithms for personalized ranking, which only take
account of collaborative information, e.g., implicit feedbacks or
explicit ratings, are only able to deal with entities observed in the
dataset. For new users or items which do not have any colla-
borative information, such methods are not capable of making
meaningful personalized ranking. In real-world recommender
systems, such cold start problems are often addressed by switch-
ing to content-based approaches.

In this work, for obtaining robust personalized ranking results,
we associate content information of entities with implicit feed-
backs to develop a Pairwise Ranking Factorization Machines
(PRFM) which alleviates the cold start problem and enhances the
performance of personalized ranking by incorporating BPR learn-
ing [6] with Factorization Machines [2]. Furthermore, for a com-
prehensive solution, we embed an adaptive and efficient sampler
into the learning procedure of PRFM by making use of the para-
meters of PRFM and the content information of users and items.

In a nutshell, our contributions in this paper are listed as
follows:

� We associate content information of entities with implicit
feedbacks to develop a pairwise learning framework, PRFM,
which not only can alleviate the cold start problem, but also can
improve personalized ranking by combining content informa-
tion and implicit feedbacks.

� To speed up the learning of PRFM, we take account of the
content information, and develop an adaptive sampling strategy
to draw informative training data. Our adaptive sampler pro-
vides a better balance between efficiency and performance than
previous strategies.

� We conduct a series of experiments to validate the proposed
methods. The results show that PRFM can improve the perfor-
mance of personalized ranking.
2. Related work

Factorization methods are popular in personalized recommender
systems. They are utilized to deal with various information collected
Please cite this article as: W. Guo, et al., Personalized ranking with pa
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by recommender systems, such as user feedbacks [6,11], attributes of
item [2,7], user profiles [12] and social information [13]. According
to the studied data types, these methods can be roughly arranged
into two branches, i.e., collaborative methods and content-based
methods.

2.1. Collaborative methods

Collaborative Filtering (CF) has been one of the most successful
approaches in recommender systems [4,5,14]. It collects users’
historical data and generates predictions for such users based on
similarity measurements of users and items. Matrix factorization
(MF) techniques, such as SVD [15] and SVD ++ [16], are very
popular for collaborative filtering based on explicit ratings. They
factorize the rating matrix to be two low rank matrices, which can
indicate users’ preference and properties of items respectively.

Although some extensions [17–19] of MF can deal with implicit
feedbacks, they easily suffer from the over-fitting problem because
of commonly existed data skewness in implicit feedback datasets
(the number of positive feedbacks is usually less than one percent
of the total number). For alleviating the data skewness and pro-
viding personalized ranking lists based on implicit feedbacks,
Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [6] and its extensions [3,8,9]
are proposed, which make a pairwise assumption that users are
more interested in items that they have previously selected than
the remaining items.

Since the pairwise assumption of BPR often derives a large-
scale training set, the randomly sampling strategy [6] is popular to
draw training instances. However, the random sampler often leads
to slow convergence. To speed up the BPR learning, Rendle et al.
utilize the properties of long-tail effect to develop non-uniformly
item samplers [9]. Zhong et al. [10] draw informative training pairs
according to the preference of a given user on two unselected
items. However, since the number of items in real-world datasets
is very large, previous works [9,10] are perplexed by the dilemma
in terms of how to balance the efficiency of sampler and the
predictive quality of model. To alleviate this dilemma, Guo et al.
[20] designed an adaptive sampler which uses feature learning
methods to learn low dimensional representations for items, and
utilizes such representations to initialize the ranking scores of
items under categories. However, this strategy may depend on the
quality of initialization too much. If the feature learning method
cannot obtain high-quality representations for items, then this
kind of adaptive sampler may suffer from a bad performance.

2.2. Content-based methods

Content-based methods [2,21,22] utilize contents of entities,
such as attributes of items, texts of users and reviews of items, to
learn factors of contents and predict specific users’ preference.

Factorization Machines (FM) [2] are a generic predictor, since
they can mimic most factorization models with feature engineer-
ing [2]. In FM, all kinds of contents are concatenated to be a design
matrix, and then factors associated with contents are learned by a
process of regression or classification. Recently, for providing an
easy access to different solvers for regression, classification and
ranking tasks, fastFM [23] embeds the various losses into the FM
framework. For instance, to deal with the ranking task, fastFM uses
a random sampler to draw item pairs for the corresponding users,
and learns the parameters of FM by making use of the pairwise
loss of BPR. However, fastFM with pairwise loss of BPR cannot well
learn some parameters of FM which are relevant to user features,
and this limitation hampers it to improve the quality of persona-
lized ranking.

On the other hand, to alleviate the cold start problem, Map-BPR
[7] and Maa-BPR [24] extend the BPR framework to learn content-
irwise Factorization Machines, Neurocomputing (2016), http://dx.
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aware mappings from the content space to the latent space.
However, Map-BPR segments the procedures of matrix factoriza-
tion and the learning of content-aware mappings to two in-
dependent phases. This limitation causes that the low rank ma-
trices produced by Map-BPR ignore content information of user
and item. Maa-BPR improves Map-BPR, and incorporates multiple
attributes with implicit feedbacks to learn latent vectors for enti-
ties and attribute-aware mappings for multiple attributes.
3. Background

In this section, we introduce Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) [6] and Factorization Machines (FM) [2], inspired by which
we construct our model.

3.1. Bayesian Personalized Ranking

Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [6] makes a pairwise as-
sumption that users are more interested in items that they have
selected than the remaining items to learn low rank matrices for
users and items respectively. Specifically, if user um has selected
item vp but not selected item vq, then BPR assumes that um prefers
vp over vq, and defines this pairwise preference of um as

δ( ≻ )≔ ( ) ( )P p q x , 1m mpq

where δ ( ) = ( + ( − ))x x1/ 1 exp and ≔ ( ) − ( )x f u v f u v, ,mpq m p m q .
(· ·)f , is a scoring function which indicates the relevance between

a user and an item.
Based on the pairwise preference assumption, the set of all

pairwise preference ≔{( )| ∈ ∧ ∈ ⧹ }+ +D m p q v I v I I, ,S p u q um m
can be cre-

ated from the corresponding implicit feedback dataset, where +Ium

denotes the set of items which have been selected by user um, and
a triple = ( )t m p q, , represents that user um is relevant to item vp
but irrelevant to item vq. For simplicity, we can call vp as a positive
item of um, while vq is a negative one. And (um, vp) is a positive
feedback, (um, vq) is a negative one.

Given a set of pairwise preference DS, the optimization goal of
BPR learning is to maximize the BPR-OPT criterion:

∏− ≔ ( ≻ )
( )( )∈

BPR OPT P p qln ,
2m p q D

m
, , S

which is equivalent to minimize the negative log likelihood:

⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
⎟⎟∑

( )
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( )∈

L xln
2

,
3m p q D

mpq
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2

s

whereΘ denotes the set of parameters and λ is a hyper-parameter.
Since the size of DS is very large, the learning algorithms of BPR are
generally based on stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with ran-
domly drawn training data from DS.

3.2. Factorization Machines

Factorization Machines (FM) [2] is a generic method, which can
mimic most of factorization models just using feature engineering
[2].

In FM, all kinds of contents are concatenated into a design
matrix = [ … ]x x xX , , , n1 2 , where xi is the feature vector of the ith
sample, and n is the number of training samples. Then, the FM
model of order 2 is defined as

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑^≔ + +
( )= = = + =

y w w x x x v v ,
4i

n

i i
i

n

j i

n

i j
k

K

ik jk0
1 1 1 1
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where ŷ is the predictive value. w0 is the global bias, and wi is the
strength of the ith feature. vik is the kth interaction factor for the
ith feature. K is the number of interaction factors for each feature.
4. Proposed model

In this section, we construct a personalized ranking model, i.e.,
Pairwise Ranking FM (PRFM), which incorporates implicit feed-
backs with contents of users and items for personalized ranking.
4.1. Problem statement

Suppose we have M users and N items in an implicit feedback
dataset. Let ∈ ×XU M fu and ∈ ×XV N fv be the design matrices of M
users and N items respectively. By making use of implicit feed-
backs and content information, our goal is to build a ranking
model. For each user, our model generates an optimal ranking list
from the candidate set, s.t. the items in which a specific user is
interested appear at the top of the list.
4.2. Model construction

For modeling implicit feedbacks and content information in
personalized ranking problem, we construct the Pairwise Ranking
FM (PRFM). Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, for a user-item feed-
back (positive or negative), we concatenate the user features with
the item features to be a feature vector of this user-item feedback.
Thus, we can simply design a pairwise loss for the ranking task
under the FM framework as:

∑
( )

δ Θ Θ λ Θ= − ( ( | ) − ( | )) +
( )∈

L y x y xln
2

,
5m p q D

mp mp mq mq
, ,

2

s

where ymp and ymq are preference scores which reflect the degree
of user m interested in corresponding items, i.e., p and q. xmp and
xmq are the feature vectors of user-item feedbacks (m, p) and (m, q)
respectively. Θ≔{ }w w w V V, , , ,U V U V

0 is the parameters of FM. w0 is
the global bias of features. ∈wU fu and ∈wV fv are the strengths
of user features and item features, respectively. ∈ ×VU f ku and

∈ ×VV f kv are interaction factors of user features and item fea-
tures respectively. fu (or fv) is the number of user (or item)
features.

Similar to BPR, we can use the Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) with randomly drawn training triples to solve the optimi-
zation problem in Eq. (5). However, the gradients of the global bias
w0 and the strengths of user features wU are equal to 0. Thus, the
global bias w0 and the strengths of user features wU cannot be well
learned in the training procedure. Specifically, for an arbitrary
strength of feature Θ∈wi , its gradient is

δ Θ Θ λ∂
∂

= ( − ( ( | ) − ( | ))( − ) +
( )

L
w

y x y x x x w1 ,
6i

mp mp mq mq mpi mqi i

where xmpi (or xmqi) is the ith feature of a corresponding user–item
feedback. As it can be seen in Eq. (6), when wi refers to a user
feature dimension, xmpi is equal to xmpj. Thus, the gradient of wi is
0 and any information cannot be learned from the feature xmpi (or
xmqi) for wi.

To overcome the gradient vanishing on the strengths of user
features and the global bias, we propose the Pairwise Ranking FM
(PRFM) model, which improves Eq. (5) by constructing two FM
regressors, and defines a new pairwise loss as:
irwise Factorization Machines, Neurocomputing (2016), http://dx.
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Fig. 1. The illustration of PRFM. The score ymp indicates the degree of user m in-
terested in item p he/she selected, while ymq is the degree of user m interested in
item q he/she unselected. ymp and ymp are provided by two FM which share the
same parameters. xUm, xVp and xVq are the feature vectors of user m, item p and item q.
xmp and xmq are the input features of user-item pairs (m,p) and (m,p) respectively.
The preference of user m is defined by ( ≻ )P p qm .
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where {α =
δ

δ

+ ( − )

− ( − )

>
mpq

y y
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if y y

else

1

1
mp mq

mp mq

mp mq. ∈ ×U M z is the low rank

matrix of users and ∈ ×V N z is the low rank matrix of items.
Θ( ( | ) ) = ∥ − ∥l y x y y y,mr mr mr mr mr

2 is the regression least-squares
loss. ymr is the preference score of user–item feedback (m, r) pre-

dicted by FM, and =y u vmr m r
T is the dot product of user latent

vector um and item latent vector vr. um is the m-th row of U, and vr
is the rth row of V.
4.3. Model fitting

To estimate the parameters of PRFM, i.e., Θ, U and V, we design
an alternative optimization algorithm, which uses SGD with drawn
training triples to learn U, V and Θ alternatively.

In each iteration, when we are estimating the low rank matrix
U or V, we set the parameters of FM, i.e., Θ, to be constants. Then,
the gradient of an arbitrary latent parameter ε ∈ ( ∨ )U V is

⎛
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α δ
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,
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f
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,

s

where, λf and λ are the hyper-parameters to tune the regulariza-
tion terms. On the other hand, when we are learningΘ, we set the
low rank matrices U and V to be constants. Thus, for an arbitrary
strength of feature Θ∈w , its gradient can be calculated by

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

∑

∑
∂
∂

=

−

( − )
( )

∈( )

∈( )

L
w

y y w w

y y x w w

if is

if is
.

9

r p q
mr mr

r p q
mr mr mri i

,
0

,

Finally, the gradient of an arbitrary interaction factor Θ∈vik can be
calculated by
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5. Adaptive sampling

The BPR assumption treats any unselected items as the corre-
sponding users’ negative items, and randomly draws massive
training triples from unselected items. However, real-world ap-
plications just need to select several items from candidate set for a
specific user. That causes the users may miss most of items in
systems, and the unselected items are not absolutely equal to the
negative items. Most of the randomly drawn item pairs are based
on BPR assumption, their items hardly appear in front of users at
the same time. Making the training triples with such items is
neither reasonable nor fair. Moreover, the these randomly drawn
triples often make our model converge slowly.

In this section, aim to obtain an efficient learning procedure,
we take both content information and implicit feedbacks into
consideration, and develop an adaptive item sampler for con-
structing the training triples. Our strategy automatically approx-
imates realistic distribution of a dataset and adaptively draws in-
formative training triples with a self-evident rule, i.e., draw the
item pairs which have a high probability to view by corresponding
users.

5.1. Overview

In many real-world applications, items are arranged into dif-
ferent categories. Users often assess the items which are under the
same category, and then make their options. Based on this ob-
servation, we improve the limitation of BPR assumption with a
self-evident rule, i.e., “apples to apples”. Specifically, given a posi-
tive user-item feedback (um, vp), we assume that its negative item
vq should be comparable to the item vp as well as have been
viewed by user um with the item vp together. Therefore, we design
an adaptive sampling strategy which conducts the following steps
to select a reasonable item vq to consist a negative user-item
feedback:

� By making use of the feature vector of an positive user–item
feedback and the current parameters of FM, we first ascribe the
positive feedback (um, vp) to an appropriate category.

� Under a given category, we further select an item vq which has a
high probability to be browsed but not selected by the user um.

5.2. Category inference

Given a feature vector = [ ]x x x,u v , where xu and xv are corre-
sponding feature vectors of a user and an item respectively, we
want to backward reason about corresponding feedback that the
user selected the item probably happened under which categories.

Intuitively, the category distribution of items follows a power
law [9], and the features of an item can indicate its categories.
Given item vp, we define the probability of item vp belonging the
dth category as

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

μ
σ

( | ) ∝
−

( )
p d x

x
exp ,

11
p
v pd

v

where μ = ( )⁎E X d
v

, and σ = ( )⁎Var X d
v

, denote the empirical mean
and the variance over all dth features of items, respectively.

Besides items, we also can infer the category of a user-item
feedback (um, vp) based on the content information. Specifically,
irwise Factorization Machines, Neurocomputing (2016), http://dx.
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let = [ …]X x x x, , ,e e e e
1 2 3 denote the design matrix of entities (users or

items), and xi
e is the feature vector of entity ei. For clarity, we use a

superscript u or v to denote a variable associating with users or
items. For example, xm

u denotes the feature vector of user um and
Xu denotes the design matrix of users. We can calculate each
weight of categories for the user-item feedback (um, vp) by

∑= + 〈 〉
( )=

c wx v v x x, ,
12

d mpd
v

d
v

j

N

d
v

j
u

mpd
v

mpj
u

1

u

where cd is the weight of the dth category, and Nu is the di-
mensionality of the user's feature vector. wd

v denotes the strength
of the dth feature of item. Then, based on the categorical weights

= [ … ]c cc , , n1 of the feedback (um, vp), the categorical distribution
of this feedback can be defined as

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

μ
σ

( | ) ∝ −
( )

p d c
c

exp ,
13

d

where μ and s denote the empirical mean and the variance over
the weight vector c, respectively.

Alternatively, using the categorical distributions of positive
feedbacks, we can adaptively sample categories for positive feed-
backs, and then choose appropriate negative items under specific
categories according to the categorical distributions of items.

5.3. Rank of candidates

Under a given category d, we aim to select an item vq, which
has great potential to have been browsed but not selected by the
user um. Simply, we can treat the probability ( | )p d xq

v as the
ranking score of vq under the category d, and directly draw items
according to their ranking scores. However, there exists a gap
between browsing probabilities and ranking scores.

In real-world applications, items are presented in ranking lists,
and the top-ranked items usually have significantly high prob-
abilities to be browsed by users than other items. For example, the
top three items in a ranking list have much higher probabilities to
be browsed by users than the remaining ones, while the ranking
scores of items may only have tiny differences. For bridging this
gap, we segment the sampling procedure under a given category
into two steps. Specifically, we first sample a ranking place r for
the candidate from an empirical distribution. Then, we sort items
under the category d, and return the item at place r to be a ne-
gative item for the positive user-item feedback.

Typically, the empirical distribution of users clicking item on a
ranking list approximately follows an analytical law, e.g., a Geo-
metric [25] or Zipf [26] distribution. Here, similar to the work in
[9], we adopt the Geometric distribution to draw an item vq from a
ranking list:

λ λ( ) ∝ ( − ( ) ) ∈ ( )+p v r qexp / , 14q

where r(q) denotes the ranking place of item vq, and λ is a hyper-
parameter which tunes the probability density.

Algorithm 1. Adaptive sampling.
Inp
T
T
T

Ou
T

1:
2:
3:
4:

4:
5:
6:
7:

8:

9:
10:

11:

12:

Ple
do
ut:
he user–item feedback set D;
he design matrices Xu and Xv;
he orders of items { }= …l l lL , , ., k1 2 ;

tput:
he training triple (um, vp, vq);
Draw a rank r from λ( ) ∝ ( − )p r rexp / , ( ≤ ≤ )r N1 ;
Draw (um, vp) ∈D randomly;
Calculate categorical weights c for (um, vp) with Eq. (12);
Calculate categorical distribution for (um, vp) with Eq. (13);
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Draw a category d from ( | )p d c , ( ≤ ≤ )d k1 ;

⎪

⎪⎧⎨
⎩←

( ) ( ) =

( − − )

index d r sgn

index d n r

X, if 1,

, 1 else
q

pd
v

5.4. Adaptive sampling algorithm

Theoretically, the sampler for drawing the negative item vq can
be implemented by the following steps. First, sample a ranking
position r from the Geometric distribution in ( )O 1 . Then, sample a
category d from the categorical distribution of the positive feed-
back (um, vp) in O(nm), where n is the dimensionality of item
feature vector, and m is the dimensionality of user feature vector.
Finally, sort all candidate items according to their probability of
belonging to the category d in (| | | |)O I Ilog , where | |I is the number
of items, and return the item vq on the rth position. Consequently,
for each positive user-item feedback, this algorithm has a com-
plexity of (| | (| | + + )O nmI Ilog 1 . This is clearly not feasible in
practice, because it is too time consuming.

In fact, we do not need to resort items, since we can pre-
calculate the categorical distribution for each item, and prepare
the ranking lists before running the sampling step. On the other
hand, if the dimensionality of item feature vector or user feature
vector is too high, for a reasonable compromise, we can pre-
compute the categorical distributions of positive user–item feed-
backs and update them after each fixed iterations. Because, in each
iteration, the parameters of FM change only a little, and after many
updating steps it is necessary to change the categorical distribu-
tions considerably.

In summary, we propose an adaptive sampling strategy in Al-
gorithm 1 which selects a negative item for a user–item feedback
from candidate set. In Algorithm 1, ( )index d r, returns the item at
place r from the ranking list ∈l Ld .

5.5. Adaptive Pairwise Ranking Factorization Machines

For further improving the performance of PRFM in terms of
convergence and ranking task, we embed the adaptive sampling
strategy into the training procedure of PRFM and summarize the
learning algorithm of PRFM in Algorithm 2. It mainly repeats al-
tering learning steps with adaptively drawn data until the para-
meters reach convergence, where η is the learning rate. wu and wv

are the strength vectors of user and item, respectively. Vu and Vv

are feature interaction matrices of user and item.

Algorithm 2. Learning parameters for PRFM.
ut:
he user–item feedback set DS;
he design matrices Xu and Xv;
tput:
≔{ }w w w V V, , , ,U V U V

0 , U and V;
Initialize VU , VV , U and V with normal ( )0, 1 ;
Initialize wU , wV and w0 with 0;
Calculate categorical weights of items by Eq. (11);
Sort items with their categorical weights;
repeat

Draw a triple ( )m p q, , with Algorithm 1;
for each latent vector ε ∈ ∨U V do

ε ε η← +
ε

∂
∂
L ;

end for
for each strength of feature Θ∈wi do

( )η λ← + +∂
∂w w wi i

L
wi

;

end for
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Ple
do
for each interaction factor Θ∈vik do

( )η λ← + +∂
∂v v vik ik

L
v ik

ik
;

end for
until convergence
16:
6. Experiment

In this section, we validate our model by several fundamental
experiments. First, we investigate the convergence rate of PRFM.
Then, we evaluate the ranking quality of PRFM by Mean Average
Precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG). Finally, in order to study the cold start problem, we si-
mulate the situation of the cold start and conduct the corre-
sponding comparison experiment.

6.1. Datasets and tasks

We use a real-world dataset for experiments, i.e., MovieLens.1

MovieLens includes 100,000 ratings with 943 users and 1682
movies. Each user rated at least 20 movies with the rating values
scale 1–5. In experiments, the occupational description, gender
and age of a user are treated as content information of the user.
Title, genres and published time of a movie are viewed as content
information of the movie. Since we mainly study the implicit
feedback, we follow the processing method mentioned in [27] to
deal with the rating data, i.e., we do not use rating values but just
binary rating events by assuming that users tend to rate watched
movies. Thus, for a specific user, our task is to predict the potential
ranking list of movies.

Fig. 2 shows the statistical characteristics about our experi-
mental dataset. Both users and movies, their in-degree distribu-
tions exist a long-tail effect. That is to say, most of the movies only
attract a few users, while a very few of movies have been reviewed
by most of users. Moreover, comparing users and items, we can
observe that the in-degree distribution of items presents a heavier
long-tailed effect than that of users.

6.2. Experimental design

To investigate the sampling strategy and the proposed model,
we compare our method with state-of-the-arts, and measure their
performance by several convictive metrics.

6.2.1. Baselines
MF [28] is a classical factorization method, which is commonly

used to deal with collaborative information.
BPR-MF [6] is a matrix factorization method derived under the

BPR learning framework. It utilizes the randomly sampling strat-
egy to obtain training data.

Map-BPR [7] is a work aiming for alleviating the cold start
problem in original BPR, which independently deals with implicit
feedbacks and contents.

FM [2] is a general framework, which can be used to deal with
both content information and collaborative information. Here, we
use FM to deal with content information of user-item pairs.

RankFM [23] is a recent work aiming at improving FM for
dealing with the ranking task.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these compared
methods.
http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens
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6.2.2. Experimental setting
In our experiments, we view a user-item pair which does not

occur in the implicit feedback dataset as a negative feedback. Thus,
the number of negative feedbacks is far more than that of positive
feedbacks.

Since both FM and MF treat an implicit feedback as a rating. If
we directly use such data to learn FM or MF, then the trained
model tends to predict any feedbacks to be the negative feedbacks.
Obviously, the trained model is easy to suffer from bad perfor-
mances on testing datasets. To keep the experimental fair, we train
FM and MF with the datasets which contain randomly drawn
negative feedbacks. And the number of negative feedbacks is ac-
count for 50% in training dataset, because the pairwise models,
such as BPR-MF, Map-BPR, RankFM, etc., the number of negative
feedbacks in their training dataset can be viewed as 50% of total.

To examine the performance with different dimensionalities
( =K 10, 20, 30, 40, 50), we carry out training and testing on ran-
domly split training (80%) and testing (20%) data. Moreover, in
order to study the cold start problem, we use different amounts of
data (20–80%) as the training set and the remaining data (80–20%)
as the testing set to mimic the circumstance of cold start and
examine the robustness of our model.

In the training phase, we initialize all models with a uniform
distribution in all the experiments. And, for evaluating the con-
vergence of compared models, we learn the user/item latent vec-
tors with a same learning rate 0.002, and learn other parameters,
such as the mapping matrix of Map-BPR and the parameters of FM
with the learning rate 0.0001. Additionally, in BPR-MF, Map-BPR
and PRFM, we use three different regularization constants:
λ = 0.001u for the user latent vectors, λ = 0.002p for positive up-
dates of item latent vectors, and λ = 0.003n for negative updates of
item latent vectors. We give a same regularization constant
λ = 0.0001f on the parameters of FM, i.e., the global bias, the
strengths of features and the interaction factors of features.

6.2.3. Metrics
For evaluating the ranking performance of models, we follow

the evaluation methodology used in [6,7], and report the value of
AUC (the area under the ROC curve)

( )∑ ∑ Φ=
| ( )| ( )∈ ( )

AUC
M E u

x
1 1

,
test u p q E u

mpq
,

where Mtest is the number of testing users,
( )≔{( )|( ) ∈ ∧ ( ) ∉ ∧ }E u p q u p D u q D D, , ,test test train . AUC is a popular

indicator which is used to measured the quality of personalized
ranking with implicit feedbacks. A higher value of the AUC in-
dicates a better ranking quality. In our experiments, the best
achievable AUC is 1, while the trivial AUC of a random guess is 0.5.

Besides, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is
a common measure of ranking quality in information retrieval,
which can measure the usefulness, or gain, of an item based on its
position in the ranking list. Naturally, in this work, we use NDCG to
measure the performance of Top-N ranking. NDCG is defined as

∑( ) = −
( + )=

( )
NDCG N

Z i
1 2 1

log 1
,

N i

N r i

1

where N is the truncated position in a ranking list, ZN is a nor-
malization constant to ensure that the NDCG score for the correct
ranking is one, and r(i) is the graded relevance of the ith point in
the ranking list.

6.3. Results and analysis

In this subsection, we investigate our model from various
views. First, we analyze convergence of our model. Then, we
irwise Factorization Machines, Neurocomputing (2016), http://dx.
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Fig. 2. Degree distributions in the MovieLens dataset. The plots show in-degree distributions of user and movie respectively on a log–log scale.

Table 1
Characteristics of compared methods.

Method Content Feedback Sampling

MF No Implicit –

FM Yes Implicit/explicit –

BPR-MF No Implicit Random
Map-BPR Yes Implicit Random
RankFM Yes Implicit Random
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evaluate the ranking quality of comparing models by AUC and
NDCG respectively. Finally, we test our model in the simulative
cold start circumstance.

6.3.1. Learning efficiency
Fig. 3 shows the convergence comparisons on MovieLens da-

taset, where the performance of methods is evaluated by AUC in
each training epoch. Fig. 3(a) shows the convergence rates of our
model with different dimensionalities. As the increase of itera-
tions, the AUC value of our model with various dimensionalities
increases greatly at the beginning, and then changes slightly after
around 200 iterations. Since our sampling strategy can well draw
the training data, when the number of dimensions is increasing,
the convergence rates of our model are also increasing. From Fig. 3
(b), we can observe that PRFM has improvement both on con-
vergence rate and ranking quality comparing with other pairwise
0 200 400 600 800
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Iteration
(a)

A
U

C

K=10
K=20
K=30
K=40
K=50

Fig. 3. Convergence comparison on MovieLens. The horizontal axis is the number of tra
convergence rates of PRFM with different dimensions. The plot (b) shows the convergen
model and their performance of AUC are measured by the mean of different dimension
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methods, i.e., BPR-MF, RankFM and Map-BPR. RankFM significantly
converges slower than other methods. Map-BPR and BPR-MF have
similar convergence rates, since they adopt the same sampling
strategy. By incorporating content information of users and items
into the sampling strategy, our model can achieve a better ranking
performance in term of AUC, and converge faster than compared
methods.

Fig. 4 gives the average running-time of different methods in
one training epoch. Obviously, among of methods, PRFM, Map-BPR
and RankFM, which are able to utilize the content information,
PRFM is the most efficient one because of embedding the pro-
posed adaptive sampler. Since BPR-MF does not consider the
content information, it costs the minimum running-time in each
training epoch. However, as indicated in Fig. 3(a), the BPR-MF
usually needs more iterative epochs and achieves worse predictive
performance than PRFM, on account of using the random sampler
and without considering the content information.

6.3.2. Ranking quality
Table 2 gives the performance of Top-N ( =N 3, 5, 10, 20)

ranking with various dimensionalities. Due to well incorporating
content information and implicit feedbacks into a unified frame-
work, our model outperforms other methods in most of di-
mensionalities, and get the best results in all Top-N ranking tasks.
Specifically, in each Top-N ranking task, our model can increase
the performance of the suboptimal method 7–13%. Besides, since
0 200 400 600 800
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.75

Iteration
(b)

A
U

C

BPR−MF
MapBPR
RankFM
PRFM

ining epoch, and the vertical axis indicates the values of AUC. The plot (a) indicates
ce rates of PRFM and other pairwise methods, where each line represents a specific
alities ( =K 10, 20, 30, 40, 50).
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implicit feedbacks or content information cannot express the user
preference on different items directly, both FM and MF which do
not take account of such ranking clues have bad performance on
Top-N ranking.

Moreover, we investigate the ranking performance of com-
pared methods with the criterion AUC. Fig. 5 shows the ranking
performance of different methods with various dimensionalities.
Owing much to combining implicit feedbacks with content in-
formation, PRFM consistently outperforms other methods. As well
as the results in Table 2, the performance of MF and FM is worse
than other methods, since they only take either implicit feedbacks
or content information. By including ranking clues which are de-
rived by the pairwise assumption of BPR, BPR-MF is able to obtain
better performance than MF, FM and even RankFM.

Additionally, RankFM which incorporates the ranking clues and
content information with FM by making use of BPR-OPT criterion
indeed improves the FM in the ranking task.

6.3.3. Cold start
For investigating the cold start problem, we mimic the cold

start situation by training and testing content aware models, i.e.,
PRFM, Map-BPR, FM and RankFM, with different amounts of
training data (80–20%) and testing data (20–80%).

Table 3 reports the performance of models, which are trained
by different amounts of data with K¼40, on Top-N ranking. Gen-
erally, with the increase of training data, most of the models have
Table 2
The ranking performance comparison on MovieLens with different dimensionalities (K

Method NDCG@3

K¼10 K¼20 K¼30 K¼40 K¼50

MF 0.083 0.090 0.190 0.161 0.121
BPR-MF 0.436 0.426 0.390 0.389 0.399
Map-BPR 0.440 0.429 0.426 0.423 0.453
FM 0.186 0.227 0.214 0.222 0.219
RankFM 0.388 0.404 0.429 0.425 0.418
PRFM 0.491 0.436 0.436 0.458 0.505

NDCG@10
MF 0.087 0.138 0.193 0.152 0.132
BPR-MF 0.460 0.465 0.421 0.456 0.463
Map-BPR 0.477 0.448 0.466 0.427 0.505
FM 0.271 0.306 0.258 0.284 0.274
RankFM 0.400 0.443 0.424 0.431 0.431
PRFM 0.506 0.460 0.481 0.484 0.529

Please cite this article as: W. Guo, et al., Personalized ranking with pa
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improvements in all Top-N ranking tasks. Specifically, due to well
incorporating content information with implicit feedbacks, our
model avoids the dramatic fluctuation of performance with the
amount of training data. Moreover, PRFM can get the best results,
except for using 40% data to train and conducting the Top-10 and
Top-20 ranking tasks on 60% data.

Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the ranking performance compar-
ison of different models. The dimensionality of models is K¼40.
Each color of bars represents the performance of a model trained
by different amounts of data. Since both user set and item set
present long-tail effects, when the training data is not very spare,
most of the users and items still appear in the training dataset.
Therefore, as the decreasing of training data, the performance of
methods which take account of content information is not de-
creasing dramatically at beginning. Note that when the training
data is extremely spare, even the popular entities (users or items)
which have enough content information are hard to appear in the
training dataset. That is to say, the content aware parameters of
the FM and our model are hardly learned very well. That may be
the reason why their performance decreases a lot in the case of
using 20% data for training and 80% data for testing. Generally
speaking, our model outperforms other compared methods in
other cases, and can alleviate the cold start problem in the task of
personalized ranking.
= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50). The performance is evaluated by NDCG@ (3, 5, 10, 20).

NDCG@5

K¼10 K¼20 K¼30 K¼40 K¼50

0.075 0.098 0.207 0.158 0.125
0.453 0.449 0.451 0.419 0.439
0.453 0.451 0.444 0.408 0.472
0.243 0.262 0.226 0.264 0.249
0.409 0.414 0.431 0.428 0.412
0.513 0.453 0.442 0.482 0.520
NDCG@20
0.097 0.181 0.218 0.186 0.133
0.461 0.455 0.425 0.460 0.475
0.480 0.447 0.449 0.427 0.497
0.315 0.342 0.303 0.306 0.317
0.412 0.420 0.431 0.417 0.428
0.504 0.451 0.475 0.478 0.533
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Table 3
The ranking performance comparison of different methods on MovieLens with different amount of training data (20–70%). The performance is evaluated by NDCG@(3,10,20)
when K¼50.

Method NDCG@3 NDCG@10 NDCG@20

20% 40% 60% 70% 20% 40% 60% 70% 20% 40% 60% 70%

Map-BPR 0.401 0.482 0.472 0.419 0.486 0.482 0.517 0.434 0.489 0.486 0.507 0.454
FM 0.328 0.221 0.284 0.252 0.460 0.286 0.349 0.311 0.452 0.298 0.353 0.323
RankFM 0.461 0.462 0.463 0.433 0.524 0.534 0.475 0.457 0.502 0.524 0.490 0.467
PRFM 0.504 0.528 0.493 0.515 0.521 0.481 0.527 0.530 0.525 0.499 0.526 0.529

20% 40% 60% 70% 80%
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Percentage of Training Data

A
U

C

FM
Map−BPR
RankFM
PRFM

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of different methods on MovieLens with different
amounts of training data. The performance of different models is measured by AUC,
where the dimensionality of models is set as K¼50. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
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7. Conclusion

Traditional pairwise learning algorithms for personalized
ranking usually have two fundamental limitations, i.e., long
training process caused by the randomly sampling strategy and
the neglect of content information. In this work, we have illu-
strated our solution for dealing with these limitations. Specifically,
we have constructed a novel model, PRFM (Pairwise Ranking
Factorization Machines), which incorporates implicit feedbacks
with content information for the task of personalized ranking. To
speed up the learning procedure, we have developed an adaptive
sampling strategy, which utilizes content information of user and
item to obtain a better balance of efficiency and performance.
Through comprehensive experiments on a real-world dataset, we
have demonstrated that our solution outperforms previous
methods on the task of personalized ranking, and can well alle-
viate the cold start problem.

In real-world applications, content information usually include
multiple types, noises and redundant, as well even the positive
feedbacks in implicit feedback datasets often have noises, e.g.,
random clicks. These deficiencies of data may lead to performance
degeneration. In the future, for obtaining more robust solution, we
plan to elaborately incorporate the ability of processing sparse
contents into our model, and improve our adaptive sampler by
exploring negative items under multiple categories.
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